
< YKK Fastening Product to support Medical industry for COVID-19 >

Category Name feature

Hook & Loop

Woven Hook & Loop

YKK's Standard Woven Hook and Loop provides a good 

attachment strength. 

Plastic Buckles & Notions

Plastic Buckles & Notions

YKK's various plastic hardware such as buckle, adjuster and 

cord lock give webbing & cord straps sleekly adjustable 

function.

“SP” Plastic Snaps

“SP” plastic snaps are non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-

allergenic, oxidation free and appropriate for a world of 

applications.  The “SP” snap system can be attached 

without pre-punching the fabric or substrate material and 

work well on woven, non-woven and sheet type fabrics.

16/ Stainless SNAPET®

SNAPET® snaps have a proven track record on a variety of 

applications requiring a lighter action snap.  Perfect for 

gowns, scrubs, drapery, curtains and cushions. SNAPET® 

stainless steel snaps perform in harsh laundry conditions. 

SK & SX Snaps

Tough and sturdy “SK & SX” snaps are manufactured to 

have consistent snap action and ability to attach to wide 

variety of substrates.  The "SX" Advantages include no pre-

punching, eliminating seconds, SKU consolidation, low 

profile, easy inspection, water repellency, prevention of 

rotations and button holing.

Snap & Button 

Medical Face Shields

No.
Application
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YKK Product



“SP’ Plastic Snaps

“SP” plastic snaps are non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-

allergenic, oxidation free and appropriate for a world of 

applications.  The “SP” snap system can be attached 

without pre-punching the fabric or substrate material and 

work well on woven, non-woven and sheet type fabrics.

“SQ” Plastic Snaps

"SQ" is the smallest of our plastic snap line of products.  

Non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-allergenic, oxidation 

free and appropriate for a world of applications.  The “SP” 

snap system can be attached without pre-punching the 

fabric or substrate material and work well on woven, non-

woven and sheet type fabrics.

Polyester Tape

Polyester Tape

YKK's standard polyester tape (1/2" width) is also 

applicable to be used  as a "waist tie" for medical gowns.
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4 DVT Sleeve

Snap & Button 

Surgical Gowns/ 

PPE

HOOK

POWERHOOK®
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YKK POWERHOOK®is an extruded hook available in 

different material and colors. With various profiles 

suitable for multitude of application and cycle life.

Foley Catheter Holder



16/ Stainless SNAPET®

SNAPET®® snaps have a proven track record on a variety of 

applications requiring a lighter action snap.  Perfect for 

gowns, scrubs, drapery, curtains and cushions. SNAPET®® 

stainless steel snaps perform in harsh laundry conditions. 

8mm SOFIX®

SOFIX® is a tape that can be used any way you like.  No 

worries for snaps to come off  and be a choke hazard since 

they are directly molded onto the tape.  You just sew the 

tape on the garment so there is no need for an attaching 

machine.  This 8mm  size snap has an aggressive snap 

action, offered in multiple colors, and sold in rolls of 100 

meters.

SG Plastic Snap

SG Plastic Snap replaces metal snaps on the shoulders of 

medical gowns so not to compromise an MRI Image.  

Plastic Snaps are visible and clearly recognizable on X-Ray 

images
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Snap & Button 

Coil zipper

YKK Coil zipper is made of spiral plastic elements, 

including polyester and nylon. 

Coveralls

AAMI Level 4 Surgical Gown

Zipper
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POWERHOOK®

YKK POWERHOOK is an extruded hook available in 

different materials and colors. With various profiles 

suitable for a multitude of application and cycle life.
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Tricot Knit Loop

YKK Tricot Knit Loop is a full napped pile knit.  Available in 

variety of densities, widths and weights.

POWERHOOK®

YKK POWERHOOK® has many variety to meet for each 

application. (Extruded, Low Profile Microhook and so on)

Woven Hook & Loop

YKK's Standard Woven Hook and Loop provides a good 

attachment strength. 

10 HOOK

POWERHOOK®

YKK POWERHOOK® is an extruded hook available in 

different materials and colors. With various profiles 

suitable for a multitude of application and cycle life.

POWERHOOK®

YKK POWERHOOK® is an extruded hook available in 

different materials and colors. With various profiles 

suitable for a multitude of application and cycle life

 Woven Hook and Loop

YKK's Standard Woven Hook and Loop provides a good 

attachment strength. 

HOOK & LOOP

Tracheostomy Tube  Holder

Endotracheal Tube Holder

HOOK & LOOP

Blood Pressure Cuffs

11 Radial Compression Device HOOK & LOOP

9 Arm Board



AquaGuard® Coil

YKK AquaGuard®Coil is water repellent zipper:  back side 

of coil zipper is laminated with polyurethane (PU) film, 

which provides enhanced fluid resistance vs. standard coil 

zipper.

Coil zipper,  VISLON® zipper

YKK Coil zipper is made of spiral plastic elements, 

including polyester and nylon. 

YKK VISLON® zipper is made of injected plastic elements, 

such as polyacetal resin. 

“SP” Plastic Snaps

“SP” plastic snaps are non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-

allergenic, oxidation free and appropriate for a world of 

applications.  The “SP” snap system can be attached 

without pre-punching the fabric or substrate material and 

work well on woven, non-woven and sheet type fabrics.

16/ Stainless SNAPET®

SNAPET®® snaps have a proven track record on a variety of 

applications requiring a lighter action snap.  Perfect for 

gowns, scrubs, drapery, curtains and cushions. SNAPET®® 

stainless steel snaps perform in harsh laundry conditions. 

SK & SX Snaps

Tough and sturdy “SK & SX” snaps are manufactured to 

have consistent snap action and ability to attach to wide 

variety of substrates.  The "SX" Advantages include no pre-

punching, eliminating seconds, SKU consolidation, low 

profile, easy inspection, water repellency, prevention of 

rotations and button holing.

Hook & Loop

Woven Hook & Loop

YKK's Standard Woven Hook and Loop provides a good 

attachment strength. 

Snap & Button 

12 Medical Mattress

Zipper



Aluminum wire 3mm

Lead time: 3-4 weeks

3MM FLAT WIRE ALUMINUM  (0.120X0.017 /4LBS/RL) FOR 

MASK CV19(item code:0112996)

Width:3mm  Thickness:0.45mm

1Roll:4lb  (530Mts)

Face Mask Aluminum wire 4mm

4MM FLAT WIRE ALUMINUM (0.155X0.021/40LBS/RL) FOR 

MASK CV19(item code:0113024)

Width:4mm  Thickness:0.6mm

1Roll:40lb  (2800Mts)

Elastic Tape

TEB005H160-PT NA N0030 BOX12KG MED-MASK 

COVID19(Item code:0113015)

col. 500 (white) only

Material: 65 % Polyester, 35 % Elastodiene

Density: 2 gr / m, Flexibility: 210 %

Selling Lot  12kg(1box)

  *12kg=5,160Mts

Elastic Tape

CEW030F080-PA DY N0044/40 ROL1,5KG MED-MASK 

COVID19(Item code:0113016)

col. 500 (white) only

Material:78 % Polyester, 22 % Elastodiene

Density: 0,82 gr / m, Flexibility: 150 %

Selling Lot  1.5kg(1roll)

  *1.5kg=1,200Mts

“SP” Plastic Snaps

“SP” plastic snaps are non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-

allergenic, oxidation free and appropriate for a world of 

applications.  The “SP” snap system can be attached 

without pre-punching the fabric or substrate material and 

work well on woven, non-woven and sheet type fabrics.

16/ Stainless SNAPET®

SNAPET® snaps have a proven track record on a variety of 

applications requiring a lighter action snap.  Perfect for 

gowns, scrubs, drapery, curtains and cushions. SNAPET®® 

stainless steel snaps perform in harsh laundry conditions. 
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Snap & Button 

Aluminum 

wire

Elastic

Tape



Plastic Notions

Plastic Notions

YKK's various plastic hardware such as clip and cord lock 

give webbing & cord straps sleekly adjustable function.

Snap & Button 

SOFIX®

SOFIX ® is a tape that can be used any way you like.  No 

worries for snaps to come off  and be a choke hazard since 

they are directly molded onto the tape.  You just sew the 

tape on the garment so there is no need for an attaching 

machine.  

Hook & Loop

 Hook & Loop 

back to back strap

 ( Not include logo)

YKK's Standard  Hook and Loop back to  back strap  provides 

a good attachment strength. 

15 Zipper

AQUASEAL® 

YKK AQUASEAL® is Air tight & Water tight zipper 

,combining VISLON® technology with a new innovative 

seal between the zipper elements,  which allows an 

smooth and easy operation with perfect protection against 

the most sever conditions. 

“SP” Plastic Snaps

“SP” plastic snaps are non-metallic, non-magnetic, non-

allergenic, oxidation free and appropriate for a world of 

applications.  The “SP” snap system can be attached 

without pre-punching the fabric or substrate material and 

work well on woven, non-woven and sheet type fabrics.

16/ Stainless SNAPET®

SNAPET® snaps have a proven track record on a variety of 

applications requiring a lighter action snap.  Perfect for 

gowns, scrubs, drapery, curtains and cushions. SNAPET®® 

stainless steel snaps perform in harsh laundry conditions. 

SK / SX / Gypsy Stud Snaps

Tough and sturdy “SK & SX” snaps are manufactured to 

have consistent snap action and ability to attach to wide 

variety of substrates.  The "SX" Advantages include no pre-

punching, eliminating seconds, SKU consolidation, low 

profile, easy inspection, water repellency, prevention of 

rotations and button holing.  The "SK & SX" Gypsy Studs are 

perfect for reversible applications or for stacking multiple 

components on top of each other such as curtains.
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Body Bags
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Medical Curtain Snap & Button 

Ear Saver


